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Abstract— This paper describes a terrain-aided re-navigation
algorithm for autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) built
around optimizing bottom-lock Doppler velocity log (DVL)
tracklines relative to a ship derived bathymetric map. The
goal of this work is to improve the precision of AUV DVL-
based navigation for near-seafloor science by removing the low-
frequency “drift” associated with a dead-reckoned (DR) Doppler
navigation methodology. To do this, we use the discrepancy
between vehicle-derived vs. ship-derived acoustic bathymetry as
a corrective error measure in a standard nonlinear optimization
framework. The advantage of this re-navigation methodology is
that it exploits existing ship-derived bathymetric maps to improve
vehicle navigation without requiring additional infrastructure.
We demonstrate our technique for a recent AUV survey of large-
scale gas blowout features located along the U.S. Atlantic margin.

I. INTRODUCTION

Bottom-lock Doppler-based navigation is becoming a stan-
dard technique for underwater vehicle navigation [1], however,
error grows as a function of percent distance traveled [2]. A
traditional approach for removing this long-term “drift” has
been to fuse bounded-error acoustic long-baseline (LBL) mea-
surements via complementary filtering [3], [4]. Unfortunately,
the time and effort of this solution may not be justified as
LBL requires the deployment and calibration of transponder
infrastructure [5]. Furthermore, it is becoming more and more
routine to use AUVs in an exploratory context with missions
of relatively short-duration (2–10 hours) spanning multiple,
distant, survey sites [6]–[9]. For these type of missions, the
setup, calibration, and eventual recovery of a LBL network
represent a significant burden. Therefore, we seek alternative
methods to remove Doppler drift.

This paper describes a terrain-optimized re-navigation al-
gorithm for AUVs built around correcting bottom-lock DVL
tracklines relative to a ship-derived bathymetric map. The
goal of this work is to improve the precision of AUV DVL-
based navigation for near-seafloor science by removing the
low-frequency “drift” associated with a dead-reckon Doppler
navigation methodology. Our strategy is to use ship-derived
acoustic multibeam bathymetry as a corrective feedback source
against which vehicle-derived bathymetry is compared - thus,
“closing-the-loop” on DR drift. The advantage of this method-
ology is that it exploits existing bathymetric maps to improve
vehicle navigation without requiring additional LBL infrastruc-
ture.

(a) Ship-derived multibeam bathymetry. (b) The SeaBED AUV [11].

Fig. 1. A depiction of the science survey technology used. (a) An oblique
view of a ship-derived acoustic multibeam map constructed from data taken
along the continental shelf edge (the red arrows designate hypothesized
methane cold-seep sites). This graphic emphasizes the fact that “slices”
through the vertical topography should provide a distinct and useful mecha-
nism for terrain-localization purposes. (b) A photo of the AUV employed for
autonomous benthic surveying.

In the following, we begin our discussion by first describing
the science-related application of this re-navigation technique
to the study of continental-shelf methane cold-seeps [7], [10].
We then discuss the basic working principles of DVL-based
navigation along with our simple corrective distortion model
utilized for post-processing re-navigation. We show how this
model can be used, along with vehicle-derived bathymetry
(e.g. swath sensor, pencil-beam sonar, or even simply just
vehicle altitude), to compute a discrepancy measure w.r.t.
ship-derived multibeam data, and furthermore that this error
can be minimized using a standard nonlinear least-squares
optimization framework. Finally, we conclude with real-world
results demonstrating the application of our technique to a
recent AUV survey of large-scale gas blowout features located
along the U.S. Atlantic margin.

II. BACKGROUND

A. The Science Objective

A shipboard program conducted in May 2000 provided
major new insight into the origin of the enigmatic “crack”-like
features arranged along a 40 km long stretch of the outermost
shelf off Virginia and North Carolina [12]. High-resolution
side-scan backscatter and chirp sub-bottom reflection data
showed that the features were not simple normal faults, but



appeared to be large-scale excavations or craters resulting from
massive expulsion of gas through the seafloor.

In 2004, a multidisciplinary group of scientists from the
Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, the Scripps Institute of
Oceanography, and the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
mounted an expedition to verify and characterize the gas-
charged fluid seepage, past and present, through the blowout
craters, to determine the nature and origin of the gas [7],
[10]. The fundamental question that was to be answered was
whether there was present day discharge of gas-rich fluids
through the floors or sidewalls of the blowouts, or were these
suspected seepage sites relict features?

To gather data towards answering this question, the 2004
survey efforts focused on the following three different areas:

1) To acquire high-resolution shipboard multibeam
bathymetry data over the blowouts and the surrounding
area to provide the morphologic context for the seepage
sites, and program the AUV mission (Fig. 1).

2) Survey suspected fluid discharge sites along the walls
and floors of the blowout craters with the SeaBED AUV
(Fig. 2), equipped with a high-resolution digital cam-
era, a pencil-beam bathymetry mapper, and a dissolved
methane sensor.

3) Collect precisely located gravity cores from the shelf
edge delta for age control on the blowouts, to determine
the nature of the gas (biogenic vs. thermogenic), and
to measure pore water chemistry on samples from the
suspected seepage sites.

B. The Navigation Discrepancy

Early into the cruise, we noticed that the raw DVL-based
AUV survey tracklines were not registering well with the geo-
referenced ship-derived multibeam map (Fig. 3(a)). Further-
more, since we were confident in the accuracy of the ship-
derived multibeam data, we suspected a problem in our AUV’s
DVL-based navigation.

When operating in bottom-track mode, the DVL should
provide a measurement of vehicle velocity referenced w.r.t.
the (assumed) static seafloor, which can then be integrated to
obtain a DR vehicle position. Curiously, though, in our case
the discrepancy between ship vs. vehicle-derived bathymetry
suggested that the bottom-track velocity measurement was ad-
ditionally picking up a component of water current velocity as
well. This was evident by the fact that the world-referenced DR
vehicle trajectories differed by several hundreds of meters from
their expected trackline lengths.1 Moreover, this discrepancy
was significantly more than the expected DR drift.

We found that by adding slight dc offsets to the measured
Doppler velocities (e.g., dc offsets ≤ 6 cm/s at desired course
over ground (COG) vehicle speeds of 40 cm/s) that we could
compensate for much of this effect (Fig. 3(b)). Furthermore,
these dc offsets changed on a per-dive basis and seemed to be
well correlated with the ship-based acoustic Doppler current

1Ship-board ultra-short-baseline (USBL) vehicle tracking confirmed the
existence of this discrepancy.

Fig. 2. An illustration of the survey area and associated AUV transects. Shown
in the background is the ship-derived bathymetry, which was constructed using
SM2000 multibeam sonar data. Overlaid in the foreground are the (numbered)
AUV tracklines corresponding to 16 unique deployments (successful dives
correspond to numberings {1, 4–12, 14–19}).



(a) DR trackline. (b) Optimized trackline. (c) DR vs. optimized.
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Fig. 3. A depiction of the observed DVL navigation discrepancy. (a) This
figures plots the vehicle-derived bathymetry along the original DVL-obtained
path, where shown in the background in the ship-derived multibeam map. Note
that the vehicle-derived trackline bathymetry does not agree well with the ship-
derived multibeam data. (b) This figure plots the vehicle-derived bathymetry
for the terrain-optimized trajectory. Notice how the vehicle bathymetry now
agrees with the ship multibeam data, and furthermore, is self-consistent at
the indicated cross-over points (black arrows). (c) This graphic compares the
original DVL generated trajectory (black) to that of the terrain-aided trajectory
(magenta). Notice how the two tracklines are shifted by several hundred meters
and also how the DR trackline is axially stretched relative to the optimized
trackline.

profiler (ADCP) measurements of near-seafloor water column
velocities. This led us to believe that the offsets were not just a
static malfunction (i.e., configuration error or hardware error)
of the DVL unit, but rather a real phenomenon.2 Our working
hypothesis for the observed bottom-track velocity offset is
that since the benthic interface was dominated by fine clay
sediments, fine-scale particulates were easily re-suspended
into the shear layer causing the bottom-track measurement to
“lock-on” to this velocity layer.3

III. BATHYMETRY-AIDED DOPPLER RE-NAVIGATION

A. Basic Principles of Bottom-Lock DVL Navigation

The DVL provides a measurement of seafloor-referenced
vehicle velocity, which can be integrated over time to pro-
vide XYZ positional information. The basic working principle
behind these bottom-referenced velocity measurements is the
acoustic Doppler effect, which states that a change in the
observed sound pitch results from relative motion. This change
in sound pitch is directly proportional to the relative radial
velocity between the source and receiver and can be used
to recover seafloor-referenced vehicle velocity. Additionally, a
DVL can also be used to measure water-referenced velocities
[13].

2We verified that the unit was indeed setup for bottom-track mode and not
programmed for water-track by mistake.

3Note that the vehicle was flying in an terrain-following mode that main-
tained an altitude of approximately 3 m off the bottom. Hence, the measured
water column component would of have to of been in the near-seafloor shear
layer.

Fig. 4. A RD Instruments 1200 kHz Workhorse Navigator DVL is shown
in-situ on the bottom hull of the SeaBED AUV (outer hydrodynamic shell
removed).

1) DVL Technology: Commercially available broadband
DVLs (Fig. 4), as opposed to traditional continuous-tone DVLs,
make use of time dilation to compute a velocity measurement
from an ensemble of “discrete” pings. The use of time dilation
results in a more accurate measurement of the Doppler shift
with single ping velocity error standard deviations less than
1% [3]. When n-ping ensemble averaging is performed, the
standard deviation further decreases as 1/

√
n [13]. Most off-

the-shelf DVLs use a Janus transducer configuration [2], which
consists of four downward-looking acoustic transducers each
oriented at 30◦ from the vertical (see inset of Fig. 4). In this
configuration, each transducer measures the sensor’s velocity
with respect to the seafloor as projected onto the centerline
of its acoustic beam axis, resulting in four measurements of
beam-component velocity:

vb(t) =
[
vb1(t), vb2(t), vb3(t), vb4(t)

]�
.

Here, each vbi
(t) represents a scalar measurement of the

sensor velocity as projected along the ith beam axis (i.e.,
vbi

(t) = êbi
·vs(t) where êi is the unit vector in the ith beam

direction).
2) Dead-Reckoned DVL Navigation: The beam component

velocity measurements can be mapped to a standard Cartesian
fixed instrument frame by the static 4× 4 instrument transfor-
mation matrix M parameterized by the transducer geometry
[14]:

vs(t) =




vsx
(t)

vsy
(t)

vsz
(t)

e(t)


 = Mvb(t).

The XYZ components of vs correspond to the Cartesian com-
ponents of the bottom-referenced velocity vector as expressed
in the instrument reference frame, while e(t) is a normalized
least-squares measure of velocity error. Discarding the error
term e(t), the resulting 3-vector of instrument frame velocities,
v′

s(t), can be rotated into a locally-level coordinate frame



aligned with the navigation frame:

vn(t) = n
s Rv′

s(t),

via the 3 × 3 rotation matrix n
s R, which is computed using

measurements from onboard roll, pitch, and heading sensors.
These navigation frame velocities can then be integrated to
obtain a DR position estimate [3]:

xn(t) = xn(t0) +
∫ t

t0

vn(τ)dτ. (1)

B. Trajectory Distortion Model

Our approach for trying to compensate for the DR navigation
discrepancy was to model a per-dive constant velocity bias in
the East and North components and then apply this correction
to the recorded trajectory. In addition, we also identified
two other sources of error as contributing to the overall
trackline bathymetry discrepancy: drop-site shift and flux-gate
magnetic compass declination. In the following we discuss our
simplified approach for modeling these trackline distortions,
which accounts for most of the first-order observed navigation
error while remaining computationally efficient to implement
in a nonlinear cost optimization framework.

1) Velocity Offsets: To compensate for the effect of velocity
offsets in the DR position estimate, we modeled the true COG
vehicle velocity, vn(t), as consisting of the measured Doppler
vehicle velocity, ṽn(t), (hypothesized to be referenced to the
shear layer due to suspended particulates) plus a dc offset,
cn, that accounts for the shear layer’s own velocity over the
bottom:

vn(t) = ṽn(t) + cn.

Inserting the above into (1) yields:

x′
n(t) = xn(t0) +

∫ t

t0

(
ṽn(τ) + cn

)
dτ

= xn(t0) +
∫ t

t0

ṽn(τ)dτ + (t − t0)cn

= x̃n(t) + (t − t0)cn,

(2)

where x̃n(t) = xn(t0) +
∫ t

t0
ṽn(τ)dτ is the recorded DR tra-

jectory and x′
n(t) its corrected version.

2) Magnetic Declination: This error refers to the static
offset between the measured compass reading and true North.
Neglecting this effect results in a residual rotational alignment
residing between the navigation frame and the true North-
oriented world frame. Accounting for this alignment error in
(2) we have:

x′
w(t) = w

n R(θd)x′
n(t)

= w
n R(θd)

(
x̃n(t) + (t − t0)cn

)
,

(3)

where w
n R(θd) is the rotation matrix corresponding to the

magnetic declination, θd. Additionally, because we were able
to measure the shear layer water velocity using the ship-board
ADCP prior to our AUV dives, we found that it more convenient
to parameterize the dc velocity offset in the world frame as:

cn = w
n R�(θd)cw,

where cw is the ship-based water current measurement. Incor-
porating this parametrization into (3) yields:

x′
w(t) = w

n R(θd)x̃n(t) + (t − t0)cw. (4)

3) Drop-site Shift: The last modeled source of error in the
DR estimate is that the vehicle launch-site origin may have
been be off due to a lag between vehicle launch and vehicle
descent. In other words, the vehicle drifted on the surface
for several minutes before the mission actually started, thus
causing the assumed survey origin in (2) (i.e., xn(t0)) to be
off by as much as a couple hundred meters. Accounting for this
error requires that we simply shift the DR trackline estimate
of (4) by an amount xo:

x′′
w(t) = x′

w(t) + xo

= w
n R(θd)x̃n(t) + (t − t0)cw + xo.

(5)

4) Resulting 2D Distortion Model: Finally, because the
AUV was able to measure bounded depth, zw(t), via an
onboard Paroscientific depth sensor, we further restricted the
DR trajectory correction of (5) to only consider the horizontal
plane components:

x′′
w(t) = x̃n(t) cos θd + ỹn(t) sin θd + (t − t0)cx + xo

y′′
w(t) = −x̃n(t) sin θd + ỹn(t) cos θd + (t − t0)cy + yo.

(6)
where

x̃n, ỹn are the XY components of x̃n(t),
cx, cy are the XY components of cw(t),
xo, yo are the XY components of xo,
θd is the compass declination.

C. Terrain-Based Trackline Optimization

In any DR methodology, because position estimation is
performed in an open-loop manner, the error drift grows
monotonically with time. When using a DVL, usual means
for reseting this type of error are to fuse bounded-error LBL
measurements at depth [3], [4] or, when working in shallow
water, to make frequent surface maneuvers and obtain GPS
fixes [15]. However, neither of these solutions is ideal for
multiple, distant, short duration, AUV deployments as LBL
requires deploying and recovering transponder infrastructure
while GPS surfacings are impractical in deeper water. Since
existing ship-derived bathymetric maps of the seafloor are
often readily available, our methodology for bounding DR DVL
drift (in post-processing) is to “close the navigation loop” by
referencing the vehicle-derived trackline bathymetry to a geo-
referenced multibeam bathymetric map.

1) Bathymetry Assumptions: We assume that a standard
ship-derived bathymetric map [16], [17], denoted Mw, exists:

Mw[n,m] = Z(xw[n], yw[m]),

where Z(x, y) is the mean free-surface depth of the seafloor
at location (x, y), xw[n], yw[m] are the grid sample points,
and n,m are the sample integer indexes. In addition, we
also assume that the AUV is able to make range and bearing
measurements (e.g., multibeam sonar, pencil-beam sonar, or



altitude sensor) from itself to the seafloor so that this infor-
mation can be used to construct a swath of bathymetry directly
beneath the vehicle trackline. For example, in our scenario of
altitude-only measurements and a stable roll/pitch platform we
can reconstruct a vehicle-derived bathymetric “slice”, denoted
Sw, by simply adding measured vehicle altitude to measured
vehicle depth:

Sw[ti] = zw[ti] + A[ti]
≡ Z(x′′

w[ti], y′′
w[ti]),

where zw[ti] is the measured vehicle depth at time index ti,
A[ti] is the measured vehicle altitude, Z(x, y) is the mean free-
surface depth of the seafloor at location (x, y), x′′

w[ti], y′′
w[ti]

are the distortion compensated trajectory samples computed
from (6), and {ti} ∈ [t0, t) is the set of recorded sample
times.

2) Optimization Framework: In order to minimize the
discrepancy between ship vs. vehicle-derived bathymetry for
re-navigation purposes we utilized a standard nonlinear least-
squares Levenberg-Marquardt optimization framework [18,
§15.5]. We defined our cost function as the summed squared
difference between ship vs. vehicle derived bathymetry:

C =
∑
ti

(Ŝw[ti] − Sw[ti])2, (7)

where
Ŝw[ti] = Mw|{x′′

w[ti],y′′
w[ti]}

is the gridded bathymetry map interpolated to the trajectory
sample points (Algorithm 1), and optimization is performed
over the parameter vector p = [cx, cy, xo, yo, θd]. Because
we were able to obtain a good initial guess for both the
magnetic declination (from a nautical chart) and the shear
layer water velocity offsets (from the ship-board ADCP), but
not necessarily the drop-site offsets, we decided to implement
a hierarchal optimization approach whereby we first optimized
over xo, yo followed by full-scale optimization over p.

Require: Mw[n,m], xw[n], yw[m] {gridded bathy. map}
Require: Sw[ti] {vehicle derived bathymetry}
Require: x̃n[ti], ỹn[ti] {raw DR trajectory samples}
Require: xo, yo, cx, cy, θd {parameter values}

1: compute x′′
w[ti], y′′

w[ti] from x̃n[ti], ỹn[ti] according to
equation (6)

2: compute Ŝw[ti] by interpolating Mw[n,m] to the
x′′

w[ti], y′′
w[ti] sample points

3: compute the squared error cost C according to (7)
4: return C

Algorithm 1: Bathymetry-based error measure.

IV. RESULTS

In this section we show real-world results where we have
applied our terrain-optimized re-navigation algorithm to dives
{1, 4–10}. We begin with Fig. 5(a), which plots the vehicle-
derived trackline bathymetry overlaid atop of the ship-derived

(a) Vehicle-derived vs. multibeam map bathymetry.
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(c) DR vs. optimized tracklines.

Fig. 5. A comparison of the original vs. bathymetry-optimized vehicle
tracklines for dives {1, 4–10}. (a) AUV tracklines with vehicle-derived
bathymetry overlaid on top of the ship-derived multibeam map. Note that there
is a significant discrepancy between the multibeam map and the DR vehicle
bathymetry (black arrows), however, the optimized trackline bathymetry
agrees well. (b) These plots are the same as the previous, but without the
multibeam map in the background for clarity. Notice how the optimized
tracklines are in good bathymetric agreement across dives (black arrows).
(c) A spatial comparison of the DR vs. optimized tracklines, color-coded by
dive number for clarity.



multibeam map. The leftmost plot shows tracklines corre-
sponding to the raw DR trajectories as computed by the AUV.
Notice how the vehicle-derived bathymetry in the basin is
clearly in discrepancy with the multibeam data (indicated by
black arrows). Furthermore, Fig. 5(b) shows that the over-
lapping portions of the cross-track/cross-dive trajectories are
not in agreement (again indicated by black arrows). On the
other hand, the terrain-optimized vehicle trajectories appear
remarkably consistent. We note that the following three im-
portant results are worth noticing: 1) the terrain-optimized
vehicle bathymetry closely agrees with the multibeam map,
2) both the cross-track and cross-dive overlapping portions
of its trajectories are self-consistent, and 3) the magnitude of
the error correction is substantial (Fig. 5(c)). Essentially, by
pinning the DR trajectories to the low-frequency multibeam
map we have accounted for most of the DR trackline error
while still preserving the high-frequency DVL positional in-
formation. Fig. 6 further highlights this result by comparing
the vehicle vs. interpolated multibeam bathymetry slices for
each trackline.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this paper demonstrated a terrain-aided re-
navigation technique that is founded upon minimizing the dis-
crepancy between vehicle-derived vs. ship-derived multibeam
data of the seafloor. This can be used in post-processing to
correct the recorded DR trajectory by constraining accumu-
lated navigation error to the resolution of the bathymetric
map via standard optimization techniques. We note that an
advantage of using this methodology for localization is that it
provides navigation constraints in a time-independent manner
unlike other sensors, which may suffer from time-aliasing
(e.g., water-packet dependent chemical sensors like methane
concentration).

Finally, as a side-note we mention that this technique was
developed while onboard our 2004 research cruise to counter
the large DVL navigation errors that we were seeing during
the cruise. Our objective then was to provide the science team
with better geo-referenced navigation data for cruise-based
analysis. Since then we have become aware of prior work
in the literature regarding terrain-aided Bayesian inference
techniques that appear to be statistically more principled [19],
[20].
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Fig. 6. A comparison of the vehicle-derived bathymetry “slices” vs. interpolated multibeam map values for the tracklines of Fig. 5. Plot (a) contains the
legend where V.D. refers to the vehicle-derived bathymetry (black), S.D. orig refers to the ship-derived multibeam bathymetry interpolated to the raw DR
trackline (green), S.D. p o is the ship-derived bathymetry interpolated to the trackline associated with our initial “best guess” of the distortion parameter vector
p (cyan), and finally S.D. p opt is the ship-derived bathymetry interpolated to the resulting optimized trackline (red). Notice the generally good agreement
for all dives between the optimized trackline bathymetry to that measured by the vehicle.


